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Programming Game AI by ExampleWordware Publishing, 2005
Programming Game AI by Example provides a comprehensive and practical  introduction to the “bread and butter” AI techniques used by the game  development industry, leading the reader through the process of designing,  programming, and implementing intelligent agents for action games using the C++  programming language. 
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Python Data Science Essentials: A practitioner's guide covering essential data science principles, tools, and techniques, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Gain useful insights from your data using popular data science tools

	
		Key Features

		
			A one-stop guide to Python libraries such as pandas and NumPy
	
			Comprehensive coverage of data science operations such as data cleaning and data manipulation
	
			Choose scalable...
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Quantum Walks and Search Algorithms (Quantum Science and Technology)Springer, 2013

	This book addresses an interesting area of quantum computation called quantum walks, which play an important role in building quantum algorithms, in particular search algorithms. Quantum walks are the quantum analogue of classical random walks.


	It is known that quantum computers have great power for searching unsorted databases....
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Discrete Mathematics DeMYSTiFiedMcGraw-Hill, 2008
In today’s world, analytical thinking is a critical part of any solid education. An important segment of this kind of reasoning—one that cuts across many disciplines—is discrete mathematics. Discrete math concerns counting, probability, (sophisticated forms of) addition, and limit processes over discrete sets. Combinatorics, graph...
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Artificial Intelligence: First CCF International Conference, ICAI 2018, Jinan, China, August 9-10, 2018, Proceedings (Communications in Computer and Information Science)Springer, 2018

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First CCF International Conference on Artificial Intelligence, CCF-ICAI 2018, held in Jinan, China in August, 2018. 
	
		The 17 papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 82 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on unsupervised...
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Embedded Multiprocessors: Scheduling and Synchronization (Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2000
From the Foreword. . . . . .The intellectual content in this book is high. While some of the methods it describes are relatively simple, most are quite sophisticated. Yet examples are given that concretely demonstrate how these concepts can be applied in practical hardware architectures. Moreover, there is very little overlap with other books on...
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Modern Compiler Implementation in JavaCambridge University Press, 2002
This textbook describes all phases of a compiler: lexical analysis, parsing, abstract syntax, semantic actions, intermediate representations, instruction selection via tree matching, dataflow analysis, graph-coloring register allocation, and runtime systems. It includes good coverage of current techniques in code generation and register...
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Digital Signal ProcessingTechnical Publications, 2009

	Sampling - Discrete time processing of continuous-time signals, Continuous-time processing of discrete-time signals, Changing the sampling rate using discrete-time processing. Transform Analysis of LTI Systems - The frequency response of LTI systems, System functions for systems characterized by LCCD (Linear Constant Coefficient Difference)...
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Carpenter's Complete Guide to the SAS REPORT ProcedureSAS Institute, 2007
Art Carpenter demystifies the powerful REPORT procedure and shows you how to incorporate this highly flexible and customizable procedure into your SAS reporting programs. Combining his years of SAS experience with a talent for instruction, Art offers clear and comprehensive coverage that demonstrates how valuable this procedure is for both...
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Graph -Theoretic Techniques for Web Content Mining (Machine Perception and Artificial Intelligence)World Scientific Publishing, 2005
Graphs are mathematical constructs for representing objects or systems which contain structural (i.e. relationship) information. Graphs have been used in many domains, from software engineering to artificial intelligence. However, the use of graphs in machine learning has been limited, compared to the more prevalent vector model which does not...
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Detection Algorithms for Wireless Communications: With Applications to Wired and Storage SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Wireless communications will play a major role in future communication systems. In fact, the need of wireless access to the Internet will become increasingly important, and novel network communication paradigms, such as ad-hoc wireless networks or integrated mobile/satellite systems, will be developed in the near future. Detection algorithms...
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MATLAB Graphics and Data Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	MATLAB's customizable graphics elements allow you to tailor your visualizations for exactly what you need to present; alter the figure and axis properties, lighting, transparency and camera position. Use MATLAB to apply volume visualizations to your data as well as interactivity and animation, or to plot your data in 1, 2, 3 and higher...
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